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VAT: Asymptotic Cost Analysis for Multi-Level
Key-Value Stores

Abstract

Over the past years, there has been an increasing number of key-value (KV)
store designs, each optimizing for a different set of requirements. Furthermore,
with the advancements of storage technology the design space of KV stores has
become even more complex. More recent KV-store designs target fast storage de-
vices, such as SSDs and NVM. Most of these designs aim to reduce amplification
during data re-organization by taking advantage of device characteristics. How-
ever, until today most analysis of KV-store designs is experimental and limited to
specific design points. This makes it difficult to compare tradeoffs across different
designs, find optimal configurations and guide future KV-store design.

In this MSc thesis, we introduce the Variable Amplification–Throughput anal-
ysis (VAT) to calculate insert-path amplification and its impact on multi-level
KV-store performance. We use VAT to express the behavior of several existing
design points and to explore tradeoffs that are not possible or easy to measure ex-
perimentally. VAT indicates that by inserting randomness in the insert-path, KV
stores can reduce amplification by more than 10x for fast storage devices. Tech-
niques, such as key-value separation and tiering compaction, reduce amplification
by 10x and 5x, respectively. Additionally, VAT predicts that the advancements in
device technology towards NVM, reduces the benefits from both using key-value
separation and tiering.





VAT: Ασυμπτωτική Ανάλυση Κόστους για
Πολυεπίπεδα Συστήματα Αποθήκευσης Ζευγαριών

Κλειδιού-Τιμής

Περίληψη

Τα τελευταία χρόνια, συνεχώς αυξάνεται ο αριθμός των τεχνικών σχεδίασης συ-

στημάτων αποθήκευσης ζευγαριών κλειδιού-τιμής, κάθε μία από τις οποίες στοχεύουν

στη βελτιστοποίηση των συστημάτων για διαφορετικές απαιτήσεις. Επιπλέον, με την

εξέλιξη την τεχνολογίας αποθήκευσης ο χώρος σχεδίασης των συστημάτων αυτών

έχει γίνει ακόμη πιο περίπλοκος. Οι νεότερες τεχνικές στοχεύουν γρήγορες συσκευ-

ές αποθήκευσης, όπως SSDs και NVM. Τα περισσότερα από αυτά τα συστήματα
στοχεύουν στη μείωση της ενίσχυσης κατά τη διάρκεια της αναδιοργάνωσης των δε-

δομένων εκμεταλλευόμενα τα χαρακτηριστικά των συσκευών. ΄Ομως, μέχρι σήμερα το

μεγαλύτερο κομμάτι της ανάλυσης των τεχνικών σχεδίασης συστημάτων αποθήκευ-

σης ζευγαριών κλειδιού-τιμής είναι πειραματικό και περιορισμένο σε συγκεκριμένες

τεχνικές. Αυτό δυσκολεύει την σύγκριση μεταξύ διαφορετικών τεχνικών, την εύρεση

των βέλτιστων διαμορφώσεων και την καθοδήγηση μελλοντικών τεχνικών σχεδίασης.

Σε αυτή τη μεταπτυχιακή εργασία, εισάγουμε την ανάλυσηVariable Amplification–
Throughput (VAT) για τον υπολογισμό της ενίσχυσης στο κομμάτι της εισαγωγής και
την επίπτωσή της στην απόδοση των συστημάτων αποθήκευσης ζευγαριών κλειδιού-

τιμής. Χρησιμοποιούμε την ανάλυση VAT για να εκφράσουμε την συμπεριφορά δια-
φόρων υπαρχόντων τεχνικών σχεδίασης και να ερευνήσουμε διαφορές τις οποίες δεν

είναι δυνατόν ή εύκολο να μετρήσουμε πειραματικά. Η ανάλυση VAT δείχνει πως με
την εισαγωγή τυχαιότητας στις εισαγωγές, τα συστήματα αποθήκευσης ζευγαριών

κλειδιού-τιμής μπορούν να μειώσουν την ενίσχυση περισσότερο από 10x για γρήγο-
ρες συσκευές. Τεχνικές, όπως ο διαχωρισμός κλειδιού-τιμής και η συμπίεση κατά

στρώματα, μειώνουν την ενίσχυση 10x και 5x, αντίστοιχα. Επιπλέον, η ανάλυση VAT
προβλέπει πως οι βελτιώσεις της τεχνολογίας συσκευών προς την NVM τεχνολογία,
μειώνει το όφελος των τεχνικών διαχωρισμού κλειδιού-τιμής αλλά και της συμπίεσης

κατά στρώματα.
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1. INTRODUCTION 1

1 Introduction

Persistent key value (KV) stores [13, 2, 15, 17] are a central component for many
analytics processing frameworks and data serving systems. These systems are
considered as write-intensive because they typically exhibit bursty inserts with
large variations in the size and type of data items [8, 31]. Consequently, over the
last few years, KV stores have evolved to support many different applications and
workloads [33]. There has been a number of new techniques that either optimize
for different uses, e.g. write vs. read vs. scan or optimize certain aspects of
system operation. As a result, this has increased the complexity of the KV-store
design space to a point that it is unclear how each technique affects performance.
Better understanding of KV-store design tradeoffs has the potential to improve
both application performance and data serving infrastructure efficiency.

KV stores typically use at their core the write-optimized LSM-Tree [25] to
handle bursty inserts and amortize write I/O costs. LSM-Tree [25] organizes data
in multiple levels of increasing size (the size ratio of successive levels is known
as growth factor). Each data item travels through levels until it reaches the last
level. Data items generally move in batches from level to level with a merge/sort
operation (compaction) that reorganizes data across levels. Each level is further
physically organized into segments called sorted string tables (SSTables or SSTs).
Each SST stores a non-overlapping and sorted subset of the key space.

Traditionally, such multi-level KV stores target Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) as
the storage medium, because HDDs exhibit lower cost per bit of stored information.
However, in HDDs, random I/O requests have a substantial negative effect on
device throughput. For this reason, multi-level KV stores use large SSTs to always
generate large I/O requests. Large SSTs have two important benefits: First, due to
SST’s large size (in the order of MB), KV stores issue only large I/Os to the storage
devices resulting in optimal HDD throughput. Second, they require a small amount
of metadata for book-keeping due to their sorted and non-overlapping nature. SST
metadata fit in memory and are only modified during compactions, thus they do
not generate random I/Os in the common path. Therefore, multi-level KV stores
are guaranteed to perform only sequential I/O to devices.

On the other hand, a significant drawback of the multi-level design is its high
I/O amplification: The merge operation across levels results in reading and writing
data many more times than the size of the data itself, resulting in traffic of up to
several multiples of 10x compared to the dataset size [23]. Although amplification
is so high, it still is the right tradeoff for HDDs: Under small, random I/O requests,
HDD performance degrades by more than two orders of magnitude, from 100 MB/s
to 100s KB/s.

With the emergence of fast storage devices, such as NAND-Flash solid state
drives (SSDs) and non-volatile memory devices (NVMe), the design space of KV
stores has grown further. In modern devices, the device behavior is radically dif-
ferent under small, random I/Os: At relatively high concurrency, most of these
devices achieve a significant percentage of their maximum throughput (Figure 1).
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At the same time, introducing some level of random I/Os can reduce amplification.
Previous work [23, 26, 27, 7] has used this property of graceful device throughput
degradation with random I/O to demonstrate the benefits of reducing I/O amplifi-
cation and introducing various techniques, such as key-value separation and small
SSTs with B+-tree indexing. These systems essentially draw a different tradeoff
between device throughput and amplification. Therefore, modern storage devices
dictate different designs for KV stores that draw a different balance between ampli-
fication and throughput to achieve higher performance in the insert-path, further
increasing the complexity of the design space. Such designs can reduce the amount
of data reorganization and therefore, they have the potential to both increase de-
vice efficiency and reduce CPU utilization.

Although these efforts derive from the original LSM design [25], they cannot
be described by the LSM cost analysis, since it assumes that the system performs
only large and practically fully sequential I/Os at the cost of performing a full
read/write of two successive levels during each merge operation. Currently, there
is no analysis that captures the tradeoffs between device throughput and ampli-
fication and reflects the cost for all these designs. The lack of such an analysis
makes it more difficult to reason for tradeoffs across techniques and thus, navigate
the design space and identify improved design points for new sets of requirements.

In this MSc thesis, we present VAT, a cost analysis for the insert-path that
describes different techniques, such as leveling and tiering [19] compaction and
performing key-value separation using value logs. VAT also captures the tradeoff
of variable (as opposed to maximum) amplification vs. variable (as opposed to
maximum) device throughput. We use VAT to derive optimal values for level
growth factor, quantify the benefits of different design points, analyze tradeoffs,
make projections and guide KV stores towards optimal design configurations.

Our VAT analysis, similar to the original LSM-Tree cost analysis [25], describes
the operation of a multi-level system as a series of data transfers. Unlike the orig-
inal analysis though, VAT introduces additional parameters for modeling different
techniques as well as variable amplification and achieved device throughput. We
use the VAT analysis to derive and solve a minimization problem that can quantify
various aspects of KV-store designs, including the use of fast storage devices. In
our analysis, we determine optimal values for the number of levels (l) and growth
factor between levels (f), we examine differences across designs, and explore trends
as device technology evolves. We find that by inserting randomness in the design,
amplification drops by more than 10x, using a log can reduce amplification by 10x
for small key-value size ratios of up to 1% and using tiering [19] instead of leveling
decreases amplification by 5x, at the cost of read and scan operations.

Our main contributions are:

• We present VAT, an asymptotic cost analysis that captures data amplifica-
tion in the insert-path for a wide collection of KV-store designs, including
designs dictated by modern device technology. VAT can be extended to also
capture additional design points in the future.
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Figure 1: FIO [3] throughput vs. request size, using iodepth 1 and 32, for three
different device technologies: HDD (Western Digital Black Caviar 4 TB), SSD
(Samsung 850 Pro 256 GB), and NVMe (Intel Optane P4800X 375 GB).

• We perform a comprehensive experimental analysis to show that VAT cap-
tures the behavior of four well-known KV-store systems, RocksDB [15],
Kreon [27], BlobDB [14], PebblesDB [34], and that it accurately predicts
e.g. the optimal level configuration for each design. Thus, VAT is a useful
tool to understand tradeoffs between existing systems and configurations.

• VAT allows us to better understand: (a) the effects of device technology and
randomness on I/O amplification and data reorganization cost, (b) optimal
values for important parameters of existing KV stores and asymptotic trends,
(c) tradeoffs between different design techniques, and (d) I/O and space
amplification tradeoffs.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses nec-
essary background, Section 3 presents VAT and the thought process behind the
analysis, Section 4 presents our experimental methodology, Sections 5 presents
our experimental results, and Section 6 discusses tradeoff analysis and VAT pro-
jections. Finally, Section 9 reviews related work and Section 11 concludes the
thesis. We also present supplementary detailed derivations for VAT and LSM-
Tree analysis in Sections 7 and 8.

2 Background

A Log-Structured Merge (LSM) tree [25] is a multi-level data structure that opti-
mizes for bursty inserts. The first level (L0) is memory resident, whereas the rest
of the levels are on the device. We assume that the LSM structure has l levels and
we denote by Si the size of level Li (0 ≤ i ≤ l). In the original LSM paper [25] the
levels have exponentially increasing sizes: For each 1 < i ≤ l, Li contains f times
more data than the previous level Li−1; where f is the growth factor. Each level
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consists of a set of sorted string tables (SSTs) containing (key,value) pairs.

During an insert operation, LSM stores the key value pair is in the L0 memory
component. Periodically, the data of a level are flushed to the next (lower) level,
to free up space in upper levels. This process is called compaction which produces
excess read and write I/O traffic named amplification.

There are different ways to organize data across levels. In the leveling approach,
each level organizes its key value pairs in non-overlapping SSTs. SSTs can be
small and sequentially placed on the device [31], large(tenths of MB) and placed
randomly [15], or small and random [27]. In leveling, a compaction merge-sorts
SSTs from the upper level with overlapping SSTs from the lower level. Because
of sorting, this incurs high I/O amplification and CPU overhead. In the tiering
approach [19], there are overlaps in the key ranges of different SSTs within a level.
When a compaction is triggered on a level, the SSTs residing on the level are sorted
and moved to the next level, without performing any merging. Thus, tiering incurs
significantly less I/O amplification but lower read performance than leveling due
to overlapping of SSTs per level.

A set of systems [21, 23, 26, 27, 7] instead of storing values with keys in each
level, they use KV separation. This technique appends values in a value log and
only re-organize the keys (and pointers) in the multilevel structure. Note that the
second technique incurs lower amplification than the first.

3 VAT: Variable Amplification-Throughput Analysis

In this section, we present the VAT asymptotic analysis to model different tech-
niques of the multi-level KV-store design space and capture the variable ampli-
fication and achieved throughput tradeoff in fast storage devices. Specifically,
VAT describes four categories of designs: leveling and tiering, with and without
key-value separation (value log).

3.1 Modeling I/O traffic

The VAT basic equation, which we use to derive all subsequent relations, captures
two major costs related to amplification in the insert-path: First, the cost that
corresponds to the amount of excess I/O traffic generated during merge operations
of two adjacent levels, the lower (larger) level and the upper (smaller) level. The
basic equation measures this cost under the assumption that during a merge op-
eration, the lower level is fully read and written. It is important to notice, that
we refine this assumption in subsequent VAT equations. As a result, assuming the
lower level is f times larger than the upper level, the system reads and writes an
excess of f times more bytes, compared to the upper level. Second, the cost of
data reorganization across levels: In a system with l levels, each data item moves
through all levels resulting in l times excess traffic. We refer to these quantities of
excess traffic as merge amplification and level amplification , respectively.
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If S0 is the size of the in-memory first level and Sl is the size of the last level,
then we can assume that the entire workload/dataset fits in (is equal to) Sl and
that all data will eventually move to the last level Sl. Then, Sl/Si is the total
number of merge operations from Li to Li+1, until all data reach Ll.

The basic equation measures the amount of I/O traffic D produced until all Sl
data reach Ll:

D =
Sl
S0

(S0) + 2

Sl/S0∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) · S0

+
Sl
S1

(2S1) + 2

Sl/S1∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) · S1

+ . . .

+
Sl
Sl−1

(2Sl−1) + 2

Sl/Sl−1∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) · Sl−1 (1)

In equation (1), each sub-expression (row) captures the amplification of merg-
ing between two consecutive levels. For each such merge operation, there are two
terms. The first term represents the data of the upper (smaller) level that have to
be read and written during the merge operation, while the second term represents
the data of the lower (larger) level.

For each level Li, 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, each time one of the Sl/Si merge operations
occurs, all data stored in Li are read and written, thus causing I/O traffic of size
2Si. This explains the first term that appears in each row. Also note that, in the
first sub-expression for L0 that resides in memory, the factor of 2 is missing in the
first term, indicating that we do not perform I/O to read data that are already in
memory.

The second term captures the total amount of data that are read and written
from Li+1 in order to merge the overlapping ranges of Li and Li+1. It uses the

∑
operator to express the fact that the merge operation happens multiple times as
data flow through the system. It also uses the mod operator to capture the fact
that the size of the lower (larger) level grows incrementally up to f : in the first
merge operation the lower level has no data (i.e., j − 1 = 0); in the next merge,
the lower level contains data equal to 1x the upper level; in each subsequent merge
operation it contains data 2x, 3x, etc. of the data in the upper level. These data
need to be read and written during merge, hence the factor of 2 before the sum.

3.2 Modeling Variable Amplification and Device Throughput

Equation (1) assumes that the merge operation of two adjacent levels incurs the
maximum possible amplification by reading and writing them in full. However,
currently there are KV-store designs [26, 27, 23, 7, 36, 32] targeting fast storage
devices (SSD, NVMe), which draw a different balance between amplification and
device throughput. In particular, they reduce amplification by taking advantage
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of the property of fast storage devices to perform close to sequential throughput
under random I/O pattern. VAT effectively captures this relationship between
lower amplification at increased randomness and reflects the cost of various design
decisions. It does so by introducing parameters a, r. The a parameter models
the impact of the SST size, the data organization technique, and the input, to
amplification. In particular, a expresses the percentage of the size of the lower
level which is read and written during compaction. The r parameter expresses
the achieved device throughput and depends on the SST size and the degree of
concurrency on the device. Both a, r are in the range [0,1] (and r 6= 0). We
call a the merge amplification parameter and r the achieved throughput parameter.
Below we discuss how the SST size, data organization, and input affect a and r.

SST Size: The use of small SSTs leads to a fine grained partitioned level with
more SSTs per level. This allows to use techniques that reduce merge amplifica-
tion significantly. For instance, reducing the SST size for cases where the input
distribution is zipf can lead to reading a smaller percentage of the lower level at
each compaction. This is because during a compaction, there is higher chance to
find a hole in the key space of the lower level and thus choose to merge the SST
of the upper level that fills that hole, therefore making the merge process cheaper
in terms of I/O traffic produced.

Data organization: Leveling compaction [25] merges two levels keeping each level
physically sorted in large chunks on the device. Therefore, the value of the
merge amplification parameter a is 1. Previous works have proposed various
techniques [27, 32, 36, 34, 24] to lower the value of a. For instance, the use of
compaction priorities in RocksDB [15] tries to change the order in which SSTs
are merged to allow for merging, more frequently, SSTs to lower levels that are
less full. This effectively reduces a. Similarly, the use of an index [27] allows for
smaller SSTs that are not necessarily contiguous on the device, therefore providing
opportunities to reduce the amount of data amplification during merge operations.
On the other hand, in tiering, merging happens only in the level that triggered the
compaction, thus merge amplification a is 0.

Input: The input distribution, the ordering of keys and the percentage of updates,
affect the overlap of keys in each pair of levels that will be merged. For instance,
a uniform distribution where each (large) SST contains keys from the entire key
space will result in maximum merge amplification (a = 1), whereas a sorted input
sequence of keys will result in a = 0.

Determining a and r experimentally: Parameter r depends mainly on the
SST size. As a result, one can estimate the value of r for a given KV-store design
by using a micro-benchmark (e.g. FIO [3]) which simulates SST size and random
I/O access pattern. Parameter r value is the ratio of the measured throughput
over the sequential. Note that r also depends on the degree of concurrency: higher
degrees of concurrency results in increased values for r. However, since most
current systems achieve a high degree of concurrency, its effect on r is more or
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f RocksDB Kreon BlobDB PebblesDB

8 0.68 0.25 0.8 0

Table 1: Merge amplification a for growth factor f = 8.

less the same in all systems. As a result, we determine r as a function only of the
SST size and the device type. We calculate the value of r as the percentage of
the achieved throughput when random I/O operations of size equal to the target
SST size are performed on the device (under high concurrency) over its sequential.
Previous work [26, 27] has reported that KV stores are able to generate I/O queue
depths of around 30, so we determine r using a similar value. These values also
agree with the experiments we performed with different KV stores in the context
of this work.

Determining a realistic value for parameter a is more involved. However, we
observe that although the value of parameter a depends on the KV-store design,
it does not depend on the device technology: Although adaptive KV-store designs
might be possible in the future, currently, KV stores do not adjust their main data
structures and operations when using different devices. Thus, to determine the
value of a, we measure the amount of excess bytes during compaction with the
lower levels by experimentally performing the following measurement. For each
merge operation, we calculate:

a =
MSSTL

MSSTU (TSSTL/TSSTU )
,

where MSSTL and MSSTU are the numbers of SSTs of the lower and the upper
level, respectively, that participate in compaction, and TSSTL, TSSTU are the
numbers of total SSTs stored in the lower and upper level, respectively, at the
time of merging. We then calculate the mean of all such values (over all the
executed compactions) to get the estimated value for a. Table 1 presents the result
of the above measurement for the following systems: RocksDB [15], Kreon [27],
BlobDB [14], and PebblesDB [34]. Typically, each KV store uses a specific growth
factor f, at around 10. We choose the growth factor f = 8 since it is close to 10
and it is the growth factor that makes the capacity of the last level equal to the
workload size. We discuss these values further in our results.

3.3 The VAT Cost Analysis

In this section, we present the VAT cost analysis. We first provide the basic VAT
analysis and then we present similar equations for different designs, like key-value
separation with a value log and tiering.

Basic VAT Analysis: VAT calculates the time T to write the data of size Sl
(that fit in the last level) and the optimal time Topt as follows:

T =
D

r ·Ropt
and Topt =

Sl
Ropt

(2)
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Ropt is the optimal device throughput and r·Ropt is the achieved device through-
put (recall that r is in the range (0,1]). The optimal time to write the data can
be expressed as the ratio of the minimum amount of data Sl to be written with
the maximum possible throughput Ropt, as would e.g. be the case for appending
all data in a log file.

Now, we derive the base VAT analysis. By inserting a in Equation (1) we get:

D =
Sl
S0

(S0) + 2a

Sl/S0∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) · S0

+ . . .

+
Sl
Sl−1

(2Sl−1) + 2a

Sl/Sl−1∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) · Sl−1 (3)

Note that Sl/Sl−i = f i (assuming f is constant). Using this, we perform
arithmetic transformations to analyze the sum (see Section 7.1):

D = Sl(2l − 1− al + afl) (4)

Ideally, we would like a KV-store design to minimize the quantity T
Topt

and
achieve a time as close to optimal as possible. For this reason, VAT focuses on the

following minimization problem: min
0≤a≤1
0<r≤1

T

Topt
. Using Equation (4), we get:

T

Topt
=

2l − 1− al + afl

r
(5)

Considering a and r are fixed values for a given design, Equation (5) expresses
T/Topt as a function of l and f . So, by studying the minimization problem, we
gain insight in the tradeoff between the number of levels and the growth factor.

VAT for key-value separation: We now apply the VAT analysis (presented
above) to express key-value separation using a value log. Denote by Ki and Vi the
total size of keys and values, respectively, of each level Li. Note that each SST
now stores only keys and thus its level is equal to Ki. However, in our equations
below, we let Si = Ki + Vi. The value log contains all the key-value pairs stored
in the system, so its size is Sl. Following a similar approach as above, we express
the total I/O traffic as:

D =
Kl

K0
(K0) + 2a

Kl/K0∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) ·K0

+ . . .

+
Kl

Kl−1
(2Kl−1) + 2a

Kl/Kl−1∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) ·Kl−1

+ Sl (6)
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The last term Sl in Equation (6) accounts for appending the entire dataset in
the value log. Let p = Kl/Vl. Then, p is typically a small constant (0 < p < 1).
Using Equations (2), we get (see Section 7.2 for the derivations):

D = Kl

(
2l − 1− al + afl

)
+ Sl (7)

T

Topt
=

p(2l − 1− al + afl) + p+ 1

r · (p+ 1)
(8)

KV stores are used to support diverse workloads [33], where key and value sizes
may differ within a wide range: in typical workloads, keys are a few tens of bytes,
whereas values vary from similar sizes to a few KB of data (thus resulting in values
of p much smaller than 1). Therefore, in our evaluation we examine various data
points where key to value size ratio spans the range from 1 to 0.01.

Note that for small values of p, e.g. close to 0.01, the ratio in Equation (8)
is much smaller (the numerator is smaller than the denominator) than that in
Equation (5). This way, VAT shows that using key-value separation with a value
log has a significant benefit in terms of incurred amplification.

VAT for tiering: In tiering compaction, excess traffic during merge operations
includes only reading and writing the data in Li (and not Li+1 as in leveling).
Therefore, a = 0. By setting a = 0 in Equation (5), we get the equations for
tiering:

T

Topt
=

2l − 1

r
=

2 logf C − 1

r
, (9)

where C = Sl/S0 = f l (and therefore l = logf C).
Equivalently to Equation (6), to model the cost of tiering with key-value sep-

aration, we slightly modify the analysis above to only consider keys (Kl) instead
of both keys and values (Sl).

T

Topt
=
p(2l − 1) + p+ 1

r · (p+ 1)
=
p(2logfC − 1) + p+ 1

r · (p+ 1)
(10)

These equations express the fact that tiering does not depend on the size of
the next level and therefore, on a, which expresses excess bytes related to the
next level. Consequently, tiering cannot benefit as much as leveling from emerging
device technologies in the insert-path.

VAT Equations: In summary, the VAT analysis can describe different designs,
in terms of cost for the insert-path, as shown in Table 2.

4 Experimental methodology

In our evaluation, we examine two main aspects of VAT:
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no log log

VAT T/Topt
2l−1−al+afl

r
p(2l−1−al+afl)+p+1

r·(p+1)

Table 2: VAT equations for the minimization problem T/Topt.

• How accurately VAT can model the behavior of different techniques. We use
four existing KV-store systems to examine how accurately VAT can model
different points in the design configuration space: RocksDB [15], Kreon [27],
BlobDB [14], and PebblesDB [34].

• How VAT can help understand tradeoffs between different design points. For
this purpose we quantify the benefits of different designs, present observa-
tions on their asymptotic behavior and make projections as device technology
improves.

The real systems we use in our measurements incur significant complexity,
especially systems such as RocksDB that is used extensively in real-life applications
and support many different modes of operation. Next, we discuss how we modify
or configure each system for our purposes.

RocksDB: RocksDB by default performs leveling compaction with values in-
place with keys. However, RocksDB can also operate in different modes and use
several techniques that try to reduce amplification in a non-asymptotic manner.
Given that VAT models asymptotic behavior, we make a number of modifications
to RocksDB configuration and code to disable certain non-asymptotic optimiza-
tions: We modify RocksDB to move all SSTs of intermediate levels to the last
level upon termination, to better approximate steady state operation with large
workloads, similar to what VAT models. We disable the Write Ahead Log (WAL)
mechanism, since we measure the I/O traffic produced solely by compactions. We
configure RocksDB to perform leveling compaction with different growth factors.
We use the default RocksDB configuration for memtables (2x64MB) and L0, L1

size (256MB) with a maximum of 4 SSTs in L0. Therefore, only levels greater or
equal to L1 exhibit the prescribed growth factor with respect to the previous level.
Essentially, value l in the asymptotic analysis of LSM and VAT corresponds to
l + 1 in RocksDB, since in the cost model, levels L0 and L1 also obey the growth
factor f .

Kreon: Kreon uses a value log for key-value separation and organizes the meta-
data using a multi-level index. We use a 256MB L0, which is more than enough
to hold the metadata of a 16GB workload in memory. Kreon by default stores
200 keys per SST. With a uniform distribution, merge amplification a is close to
1. However, by only decreasing the number of keys stored per SST down to 4,
resulting in more SSTs per level, thus a more fine grained partitioned level, the
system achieves lower merge amplification with a = 0.25.
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BlobDB: BlobDB is a wrapper of RocksDB that employs key-value separation
using a value log. It stores values in blobs (log files) and keys along with metadata
in RocksDB’s LSM index. We use the same configuration with RocksDB.

PebblesDB: PebblesDB is built on top of LevelDB [17] and features tiering
compaction. We perform similar modifications to better approximate steady state
operation. PebblesDB uses the notion of guards. Each guard has a set of associated
SSTs and divides the key space (for that level) into disjoint units. Guards within
a level never have overlapping key ranges. The growth factor in PebblesDB is the
number of SSTs in a guard that triggers the compaction.

Workload: In our measurements we use a single YCSB [29] thread to produce
a workload of 16 million key-value pairs with a value size of ≈ 1 KB (1079 bytes).
We generate uniformly distributed keys over a configurable key universe. We limit
the key universe to only contain 3-byte keys and we generate all 16 million keys in
the full range. To do this, we sort the keys and then we use a stride equal to the
ratio of the key universe range over the number of keys in each SST, to cover the
full key universe in a uniform manner, for every SST that is generated. We run our
experiments using a single database on a Samsung SSD 850 PRO 256GB. For each
run, we vary the growth factor and let the KV stores spawn the corresponding
levels.

We calculate I/O amplification as follows. We measure I/O traffic externally
to the KV stores, using iostat to ensure we capture all device traffic. We disable
the use of the buffer cache so that all traffic to the devices is visible to iostat. We
measure the read and write traffic in bytes during each experiment. We calculate
the amplification ratio by dividing I/O traffic with the size of the YCSB dataset
((1079 + 3) · 16M). For VAT, we set r = 1, for RocksDB, BlobDB and PebblesDB
since they use large SSTs. Kreon produces 8KB requests. We used FIO [3] and
measured the achieved performance with 8KB requests to be r = 0.91 on the
NVMe device we used for the experiments. Equation 11 shows that T

Topt
can also

be expressed as a ratio of bytes:

T

Topt
=
D/(r ·Ropt)

Sl/Ropt
=

D

r · Sl
(11)

5 VAT on several KV-store designs

In this section, we use measurements from the four KV stores in our experimental
setup to show that VAT captures the behavior of different design points and is able
to suggest the optimal level configuration for each technique. Figure 3 summarizes
our experimental results, which we discuss below.

Figure 3(a) shows the cost ratio T
Topt

with an increasing number of levels for lev-
eling without a value log as calculated with VAT and as measured with RocksDB.
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Figure 2: (a) VAT cost ratio (T/Topt) for optimal throughput (r = 1) and dif-
ferent values of merge amplification a. (b) VAT cost ratio at maximum merge
amplification (a = 1) and different values of achieved device throughput r.
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Figure 3: VAT models for different KV-store designs and actual measurements.
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We also include the cost as calculated by LSM-Tree analysis. We see that VAT is
close to the actual measurements.

In addition, RocksDB performs compactions between two levels Li and Li+1

on a per-SST basis. Therefore, a compaction in RocksDB does not necessarily
merge all SSTs of Li to Li+1. This results in all levels being continuously almost
full. VAT expresses this behavior as follows (where B is equal to the SST size):

D =
Sl
S0

S0
B
B + 2a

( f
S0
B∑

i=1

i
S0
B

+ f
(Sl
S0

S0
B
− f S0

B

))
B

+ · · ·

+
Sl
Sl−1

Sl−1

B
2B + 2a

( f
Sl−1
B∑

i=1

i
Sl−1

B

+ f
( Sl
Sl−1

Sl−1

B
− f Sl−1

B

))
B (12)

By performing calculations (see Section 7.4), we get:

D = Sl

(
2l − 1 +

aflB

Sl
+ 2afl − af

(1− 1
f l

1− 1
f

))
(13)

Figure 3(a) includes this extension as SST-VAT and shows that it tracks
RocksDB behavior even closer compared to VAT.

Figure 2(b) shows how VAT captures the effect of designs that exhibit a reduced
value for a (reduced amplification) resulting in lower r (reduced device through-
put) as well. Kreon uses a value log and small-size SSTs with an index. Small
SSTs allow for a reduced a. At the same time, Kreon exhibits a lower r due to the
randomness introduced from small SSTs. With modern storage devices, experi-
ments showed that r for Kreon is around 0.91, which is close to the optimal value
of 1. Figure 3(b) shows that the measured values from Kreon are close to the cost
calculated by VAT. We note that LSM [25] cost analysis does not describe designs
similar to Kreon, therefore, we do not include a curve from LSM-type analysis.

BlobDB tries to reduce amplification by also using a value log and merging
only metadata (keys and pointers) during compaction. VAT modeling for leveling
with a value log successfully captures this behavior, as shown in Figure 3(c). Am-
plification is reduced significantly because of value separation and the use of small
keys in our workload (default for YCSB).

BlobDB exhibits a value of 0.8 for a, compared to 0.68 in RocksDB (Table 1).
Although both systems use leveling, the use of the value log in BlobDB results
in more keys per SST compared to RocksDB where SSTs contain both keys and
values. As a result, one SST in BlobDB, typically overlaps with more SSTs of
the next level, resulting in a higher value for a. At the same time, both systems
achieve the same device throughput, as they use similar size SSTs.
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In Figure 3(d) VAT models tiering and PebblesDB that uses a form of tiering.
VAT indicates that a larger growth factor should result in in less amplification.
However, we note that PebblesDB does not decrease amplification with the same
rate as VAT does because it is not a pure tiering system. The reason for this is
that PebblesDB tries to improve read behavior as follows. To reduce the number of
SSTs that need to be examined during a read operation, it maintains overlapping
SSTs only within guards which results in higher amplification during compactions.
Therefore, although VAT captures the cost of “pure” tiering, PebblesDB exhibits
higher cost in the insert-path. Both exhibit a reducing trend as growth factor
increases, as is expected for amplification in systems that use tiering.

6 Tradeoff analysis

In this section, we use VAT to examine tradeoffs across different design points and
make additional observations.

The effects of randomness: Figure 2(a) shows the curves of base VAT for
different values of a while maintaining optimal throughput with r = 1. As a de-
creases, indicating systems that make use of randomness to reduce amplification,
the optimal number of levels that minimize amplification decreases as well. Mini-
mum amplification drops from about 25x to less than 10x, when a decreases from
1.0 to 0.1. Therefore, techniques that make use of randomness to reduce a can
lead to increased KV-store efficiency. Secondarily, we see for all values of a, an
inappropriate number of levels (small or large) leads to very high amplification,
exceeding 50x for small numbers of levels, which implies large growth factors.

Optimal growth factor: The analysis in Section 7.3 shows that the growth
factor between any two consecutive levels must either be the same or converge to
the same value. Also, we note that the optimal growth factor is constant regardless
of the dataset size. Therefore, as data grows, both VAT and LSM dictate that
to minimize amplification we have to increase the number of levels, as opposed to
increasing their relative size. Figure 6(a) and Figure 2(a) plot amplification as a
function of the number of levels for different values of a and C. In both cases, the
part of each curve to the left of the optimal number of levels is more “steep” than
the part of the curve to the right. This means that to store the same amount of
data in multi-level designs that perform leveling, and if it is not possible to use
the optimal number of levels, e.g. because of other considerations, it is preferable
in terms of amplification to err towards using a larger number of levels (and lower
f) than the opposite.

Space amplification matters as well: Many systems choose larger than op-
timal growth factors to improve space efficiency. If we assume that intermediate
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Figure 4: (a) Amplification benefit of using a value log compared to placing the
values in place. (b) Amplification benefit of tiering compared to leveling com-
paction.

levels are usually full with updates that will be garbage collected during com-
pactions, then intermediate levels incur space amplification, which increases device
cost. Space amplification (excluding the size of user data) can be roughly calcu-

lated as
S0+...+Sl−1

Sl
= 1

f + . . .+ 1
f l . Using f = 4 results in space amplification larger

than 25%, which might be considered excessive, especially for expensive storage
devices, such as SSDs and NVMe. If we use f = 10 then space amplification drops
to about 10%. VAT shows that for a = 1, T

Topt = 32 for f = 10 and T
Topt = 23.91

for 4, so increasing f from 4 (close to optimal) to 10 makes amplification in the
insert-path worse by about 1.33x, which is an acceptable cost for reducing space
amplification by 2.5x (from 25% down to 10%). Therefore, VAT allows system
designers and users to tune the system design or configuration.

Single tier for future fast storage devices: As technology improves, devices
will be able to achieve maximum throughput for even smaller block sizes, e.g.
about 256 bytes for recent NVM devices [18]). This will allow KV stores to use
even smaller SSTs, further decreasing the value of merge amplification a. If we
assume that a can become 0, this would result in KV stores with a single level, as
indicated by Equation 14:

T

Topt
=

2l − 1− al + afl

r

a = 0
===⇒
r = 1

T

Topt
= 2l − 1 (14)

However, we should note that having a value of a = 0 may not be possible for
arbitrary key sizes, unless devices become truly byte addressable and are used as
such.

Key-Value separation on future devices: Figure 4(a) shows that using a
value log brings significant benefits when the key-value size ratio is small, about
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Figure 5: (a) VAT for tiering. (b) VAT for tiering with values in log.

p = 1%. In addition, the value of a affects the benefits of using a value log.
VAT shows in Figure 4(a) that for values a ≥ 0.3 the benefit is more than 10x.
However, as device technology evolves, it allows for optimal device throughput
with smaller unit size, and a can reduce, e.g. to 0.25 for certain configurations in
Kreon (Table 1). Using Equation 15 VAT shows that the benefit of using a log as
a approaches 0 is given by:

2l−1−al+afl
r

p(2l−1−al+afl)+p+1
r·(p+1)

a = 0−−−→
l = 1

p+ 1

2p+ 1
(15)

So for any key-value size ratio Equation 15 shows that KV separation is actually
worse that placing the values in-place with keys, especially when introducing the
extra cost of garbage collection (see Section 10).

Does tiering still make sense with future devices? In Figure 5(a), VAT
shows that when using tiering with in-place values, one should probably use a
growth factor f of around 10, which is the point of diminishing returns for amplifi-
cation. After f = 10, amplification reduces less, while read operations continue to
become slower. VAT also expresses the fact that with tiering, throughput does not
depend on merge amplification. Thus, tiering cannot benefit from improved de-
vice technology and the ability to reduce a. Furthermore, Figure 4(b) shows that
the benefit of tiering reduces as merge amplification decreases: As compactions
become cheaper, i.e. a reduces, the benefit of tiering becomes smaller.

Tiering techniques so far have placed values along with keys [19] without using
a log. In Figure 5(b) VAT shows that tiering with a log can be a valid approach
for small values of f , which do not reduce read performance significantly and for
small p ratios, up to 10%. However, in this case, Figure 4(a) shows that the
amplification benefit is also significant for leveling with a value log, about 10x. In
addition, leveling with a value log has better scan performance compared to tiering
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with a value log. Therefore, for small p ratios, it is preferable to use a value log
with leveling.

7 Detailed VAT derivations

7.1 Data amplification in base VAT

Starting from Equation 1 we can derive Equation 4 that expresses the amount of
data during merging in VAT as follows:

Eq. 1⇒ D = (2l − 1)Sl + 2aSl−1

f1∑
j=1

(j − 1) mod f

+ . . .+ 2aS0

f l∑
j=1

(j − 1) mod f ⇒

D = (2l − 1)Sl + 2aSl−1

(f1
f
· (f − 1)(f − 1 + 1)

2

)
+ . . .+ 2aS0

(f l
f
· (f − 1)(f − 1 + 1)

2

)
⇒

D = (2l − 1)Sl + aSl−1

(
f1 · (f − 1)

)
+ . . .+ aS0

(
f l · (f − 1)

)
⇒

D = Sl(2l − 1− al + afl)

Then, we can use this equation and T, Topt (Equations 2) to calculate the ratio
T

Topt
of Equation 5:

T =
D

r ·Ropt
=
Sl(2l − 1− al + afl)

r ·Ropt
=

=
Topt(2l − 1− al + afl)

r
⇒

T

Topt
=

2l − 1− al + afl

r

7.2 Data amplification in VAT for key-value separation

Starting from Equation 6 we can derive Equation 7 that expresses the amount of
data amplification during merging in VAT as follows:
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D =
Kl

K0
(K0) + 2a

Kl
K0∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) ·K0 + . . .

+
Kl

Kl−1
2Kl−1 + 2a

Kl
Kl−1∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f) ·Kl−1

+ Sl ⇒

D = Kl

(
2l − 1− al + afl

)
+ Sl

Then, we can calculate T
Topt

as follows:

T =
D

r ·Ropt
=
Kl(2l − 1− al + afl) + Sl

r ·Ropt
=

=
Sl(

Kl
Sl

(2l − 1− al + afl) + 1)

r ·Ropt
⇒

T

Topt
=

( 1
1+ 1

p

)(2l − 1− al + afl) + 1

r
=

=
p(2l − 1− al + afl) + p+ 1

r · (p+ 1)

7.3 Optimal growth factor and number of levels in VAT under
constant C = Sl

S0

Starting from our calculation for data amplification for VAT (Equation 1) and
assuming that the growth factor fi can be different at each level, we get:

Eq. 1⇒

D =
Sl
S0

(S0) + 2a

C∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod f1) · S0

+ . . .

+
Sl
Sl−1

(2Sl−1) + 2a

C
f1···fl−1∑
j=1

((j − 1) mod fl) · Sl−1 ⇒

D = CS0

(
2l − 1 + a(f1 + f2 + . . .+ fl − l)

)
(16)
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Then we minimize T
Topt

:

min∏l
i=1 fi=C

T

Topt
= min∏l

i=1 fi=C

D

r ·Ropt · Topt
=

min∏l
i=1 fi=C

D

r · Sl
= min∏l

i=1 fi=C

2l − 1 + a(
∑l

i=1 fi − l)
r

Similar to the LSM analysis, we consider the number of levels to be constant.
Unlike the LSM analysis, the minimization problem also depends on parameters a
and r which model the device technology. Parameters a and r are constants given
a device technology. Although they affect the value of the minimization point and
thus, the optimal growth factor, the analysis is similar to Section 8.

7.4 Data amplification in base VAT for per-SST compaction

Starting from Equation 12 we derive Equation 13 that expresses data transfers in
a per-SST basis as follows:

Eq. 12⇒

D = Sl + 2aB
( B
S0

(f S0
B + 1)f S0

B

2
+ f(

Sl
B
− f S0

B
)
)

+ . . .

+ 2Sl + 2aB
( B

Sl−1

(f
Sl−1

B + 1)f
Sl−1

B

2
+ f(

Sl
B
− f Sl−1

B
)
)
⇒

D = Sl + 2afB
( S1

B + 1

2
+
Sl
B
− S1
B

)
+ . . .

+ 2Sl + 2afB
( Sl

B + 1

2
+
Sl
B
− Sl
B

)
⇒

D = Sl(2l − 1) + af
(
S1 + · · ·+ Sl

)
+ aflB + 2aflSl − 2af

(
S1 + · · ·+ Sl

)
⇒

D = Sl(2l − 1) + aflB + 2aflSl − af
(
S1 + · · ·+ Sl

)
⇒

D = Sl(2l − 1) + Sl
aflB

Sl
+ 2aflSl − afSl

( 1

f l−1
+ · · ·+ 1

f0

)
⇒

D = Sl

(
2l − 1 +

aflB

Sl
+ 2afl − af

(1− 1
f l

1− 1
f

))
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8 Detailed derivations of LSM

In this section for completeness we re-iterate the original LSM-tree [25] analysis
for the insert cost by clarifying how certain quantities in the analysis relate to
device throughput. LSM defines the total page I/O rate H as the required rate at
which a system should operate to handle an incoming data rate R. For instance,
if we assume an incoming rate of R and an amplification of A then H = R · A.
In the LSM design, HDDs always operate at the maximum throughput and H
can be achieved by using more HDDs. However, it is still important to minimize
amplification and therefore the number of disks required to handle a desired data
rate R. Based on this line of thought, H can be defined as:

H =
R

Sp
((2f1 + 2) + ...+ (2fl + 1)) (17)

• R bytes per second

• Sp bytes per page

• l is the number of levels

• f variables represent size ratios between adjacent levels fi = Si
Si−1

• 2fi + l represents all I/O on level li

• fi R
Sp

to read in pages from li for the merge from li−1 to li

• (fi + 1) R
Sp

to write out pages to li for the same merge

• R
Sp

to read in pages from li for the merge from li to li+1

An important note here is that H is based on the assumption that in every
spill from leveli to leveli+1, we read and write the entire leveli+1 once. We can
re-write H as:

H =
R

Sp
(2(f1 + f2 + ...+ fl) + 2l − 1)

=
R

Sp
(2

l∑
i=1

fi + 2l − 1) (18)

To minimize H, the authors in [25] observe that the rate of insertions to all
levels is the same at steady state (and Sp is constant as well), so it suffices to
minimize the second factor of H. Therefore:

minH = min(2
l∑

i=1

fi + 2l − 1) (19)
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This minimization problem makes sense and has non-trivial solutions under
some constraint on the amount of data that needs to be stored. In the original
LSM analysis [25] the authors use two different constraints: (1) The ratio of DRAM
to the dataset size is constant Sl

S0
= C:

min
Sl
S0

=C

H = min
Sl
S0

=C

(2
l∑

i=1

fi + 2l − 1) (20)

(2) The total size of all levels is constant S0 + ...+ Sl = C:

min
S0+...+Sl=C

H = min
S0+...+Sl=C

(2
l∑

i=1

fi + 2l − 1) (21)

The practical meaning of the first constrain is that the size of the workload Sl
is a function of DRAM size. This direct correlation, simplifies the minimization
problem further down in the analysis. On the other hand, the second constrain
is more relaxed, in a sense that it only bounds the storage capacity the system
has, which better fits real scenarios but results in a harder minimization problem.
We also note that in the first constrain C is only a scalar whereas in the second
constrain C is measured in bytes.

Next, we present the solution of the minimization problem for the first case.

8.1 LSM optimal growth factor and number of levels under con-
stant C = Sl

S0

In the case of constant Sl
S0

= C and since Si = fi ·Si−1 we can write the constraint

as a product of fi: Sl =
∏l

i=1 fi · S0 or Sl
S0

=
∏l

i=1 fi or
∏l

i=1 fi = C. Therefore:

min∏l
i=1 fi=C

H = min∏l
i=1 fi=C

(2

l∑
i=1

fi + 2l − 1)

The original LSM analysis [25] argues that based on this formulation we can
conclude that all fi are the same. We elaborate this argument, as follows. If we
fix the number of levels to any constant value L, meaning that we examine every
possible number of levels in a KV store, then the minimization problem becomes:

min∏l
i=1 fi=C

H = min∏l
i=1 fi=C

(2

l∑
i=1

fi + 2L− 1)

To solve this minimization problem we can replace the fl term in the sum using
the constraint. So the minimization problem can be written as:
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min∏l
i=1 fi=C

l∑
i=1

fi = min(2

l−1∑
i=1

fi + C ·
l−1∏
i=1

f−1
i + 2L− 1)

Finding the minimum of a function is equivalent to finding the point where
its derivative is equal to 0. Using partial derivatives for each of the free variables
fj , j = 1, . . . , l − 1 we get:

(2

l−1∑
i=1

fi + C ·
l−1∏
i=1

f−1
i + 2L− 1)

d

dfj
= 0⇒

(f1 + f2 + . . .+ fl−1 + C ·
l−1∏
i=1

f−1
i + 2L− 1)

d

dfj
= 0

Given that L is a constant, we get:

1− 1

fj
· C ·

l−1∏
i=1

f−1
i = 0⇒ fj = C ·

l−1∏
i=1

f−1
i

Therefore, all fj must have the same value f = f1 = ... = fl and leads to: leads
to:

C = f1 · f2 · . . . · fl ⇒ C = f l ⇒ f =
l
√
C (22)

If we replace this value f in Equation 20, we get:

min
Sl
S0

=C

H = min
Sl
S0

=C

(2lf + 2l − 1) = min
Sl
S0

=C

(2l · l
√
C + 2l − 1)

To minimize this function we solve for the point where its derivative becomes
0:

d

dl
(2l · l
√
C + 2l − 1) = 0⇒ 2

l
√
C − 2 l

√
C · logeC
l

+ 2 = 0⇒

l
√
C
( logeC

l
− 1
)

= 1⇒ (elogeC)
1
l

( logeC
l
− 1
)

= 1⇒

e
logeC

l

( logeC
l
− 1
)

= 1
logeC

l
= x

======⇒ ex(x− 1) = 1⇒

(x− 1)exe−1 = e−1 ⇒ (x− 1)ex−1 =
1

e
⇒
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If we use Lambert’s W function [9], then by definition W (xex) = x. Therefore:

W ((x− 1)ex−1) = W (
1

e
)⇒ x− 1 = W (

1

e
)

x = logeC
l======⇒

logeC

l
− 1 = W (

1

e
)⇒ l =

logeC

W (1e ) + 1

We can now calculate the optimal growth factor f as:

f =
l
√
C = C

1
l = C

1
logeC

W ( 1e )+1 = C
W ( 1e )+1

logeC

= (C
1

logeC )W ( 1
e
)+1 = (e

logeC
1

logeC )W ( 1
e
)+1

= eW ( 1
e
)+1 (23)

Given that W (1e ) is about 0.5 [1], we can write l = logeC
1.5 and f = e

3
2 .

We can derive a somewhat less accurate but simpler value for the optimal
number of levels and growth factor by solving the simplified minimization problem:

min∏l
i=1 fi=C

(2lf + 2l − 1) ≈ min∏l
i=1 fi=C

(lf)

Similar to above, using derivatives leads to:

d

dl

(
l · l
√
C
)

=
l
√
C + l

(
logeC ·

l
√
C · (− 1

l2
)
)

=
l
√
C
(

1− logeC

l

)
= 0⇒ l = logeC (24)

Therefore, the optimal number of levels is l = logeC and we can calculate the
optimal growth factor as f = l

√
C = logeC

√
C = e.

8.2 Optimal growth factor and number of levels under constant
total size C = S0 + ...+ Sl

In the second case, we solve for a different assumption. Simplifying the minimiza-
tion problem as in the previous case:

min
S0+...+Sl=C

H = min
S0+...+Sl=C

(2

l∑
i=1

fi + 2l − 1) ≈ min∑l
i=0 Si=C

l∑
i=1

fi

If we use the Lagrange Multipliers, the problem can be described as follows:
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L(f1, f2, . . . , fl, λ) = h(f1, f2, . . . , fl)− λ(g(S0, S1, . . . , Sl)− C)

where h(f1, . . . , fl) is the function we want to minimize, g(S0, S1, . . . , Sl) is the
function describing the constraints and λ is called the Lagrange Multiplier. To
find the minimum produced by a certain set of values for f1, f2, . . . , fl we proceed
as follows:

∇L = 0⇒
(
∂L

∂f1
,
∂L

∂f2
, . . . ,

∂L

∂fl

)
= 0

So now we take each dimension equal to 0 to satisfy the equation:

∂L

∂fi
= 0, i ∈ [1, l]

Taking the partial derivative of L with respect to f1 we get:

∂L

∂f1
= 0⇒

∂h(f1, f2, . . . , fl)

∂f1
− λ · ∂g(S0, S1, . . . , Sl)

∂f1
− λ · ∂C

∂f1
= 0⇒

1− λ · (S0 + f2S0 + · · ·+ f2 · f3 · · · fl · S0) = 0⇒

S0 + f2S0 + · · ·+ f2 · f3 · · · fl · S0 =
1

λ

If we rewrite:

(S0 + f2S0 + · · ·+ f2 · f3 · · · fl · S0) =
C − S0
f1

⇒

1

λ
=
C − S0
f1

⇒ f1 = λ · (C − S0)

Equivalently, we can calculate:

f1 = λ · (C − S0)
f2 = λ · (C − S0 − f1S0)
f3 = λ · (C − S0 − f1S0 − f1f2S0)
. . .

fl = λ · (C − S0 − f1S0 − f1f2S0 − . . .−
l∏

i=1

fiS0)
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If we perform the subtractions, the early fi’s will be constituted by a large
number of terms but in the latter fi’s, most of the terms will be canceled out.
This way:

fl = −λ ·
l∏

i=1

fiS0 ⇒

fl−1 = −λ ·

(
l−1∏
i=1

fiS0 +
l∏

i=1

fiS0

)
⇒

fl−2 = −λ ·

(
l−2∏
i=1

fiS0 +

l−1∏
i=1

fiS0 +

l∏
i=1

fiS0

)
⇒

. . .

It is easier to start from the higher terms of fi:

fl−1

fl
=
−λ ·

(∏l−1
i=1 fiS0 +

∏l
i=1 fiS0

)
−λ ·

∏l
i=1 fiS0

⇒

fl−1

fl
=

∏l−1
i=1 fi +

∏l
i=1 fi∏l

i=1 fi
⇒

fl−1

fl
=

∏l−1
i=1 fi∏l
i=1 fi

+ 1⇒

fl−1

fl
=

1

fl
+ 1⇒ fl−1 = 1 + fl

We can keep taking fractions to unveil each fi value:
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fl−2

fl−1
=
−λ ·

(∏l−2
i=1 fiS0 +

∏l−1
i=1 fiS0 +

∏l
i=1 fiS0

)
−λ ·

(∏l−1
i=1 fiS0 +

∏l
i=1 fiS0

) ⇒

fl−2

fl−1
=

∏l−2
i=1 fi +

∏l−1
i=1 fi +

∏l
i=1 fi∏l−1

i=1 fi +
∏l

i=1 fi
⇒

fl−2

fl−1
=

∏l−2
i=1 fi∏l−1

i=1 fi +
∏l

i=1 fi
+ 1⇒

fl−2

fl−1
=

f1 · f2 · · · fl−2

(f1 · · · fl−2) · fl−1 + (f1 · · · fl−2) · fl−1 · fl
+ 1⇒

fl−2

fl−1
=

1

fl−1 + fl−1 · fl
+ 1⇒

fl−2

fl−1
=

1

fl−1 · (1 + fl)
+ 1⇒

fl−2 = fl−1 +
1

1 + fl
⇒

fl−2 = fl−1 +
1

fl−1

Similarly:

fl−3 = fl−2 +
1

fl−1
· 1

fl−2

. . .

f1 = f2 +
1

fl−1
· · · 1

f2

We notice that the optimal growth factor fi between two levels i (large) and
i − 1 (small) reduces by a small decrement at each i. For instance, for l = 5
levels, an example sequence is the following: f1 ≈ 11.0998, f2 ≈ 11.0991, f3 ≈
11.0909, f4 = 11, f5 = 10. Essentially, these values have small differences and for
all practical purposes they can be considered to be the same value f5. Therefore,
even with the constant total size assumption, it turns out that for all practical
purposes the growth factor is constant across levels and we can follow the same
process as in the previous section to calculate the optimal l, f .

9 Related Work

In this section we first present a taxonomy of various KV-store designs and then
relate this space to VAT.
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Taxonomy: Table 3 provides a high-level taxonomy of existing systems that to
some extend have tried to take advantage of device properties and improve perfor-
mance, similar to what VAT models. In this taxonomy, we use three dimensions:

Size and placement of SSTs: The SST size used to organize data within each level
and their placement on the device is typically large. Large SSTs guarantee max-
imum device throughput, eliminating the effects of the I/O pattern (sequential
or random) and metadata I/Os, as metadata is small and fits in memory. Small
and sequentially placed SSTs on the device [31] can achieve the same goal of max-
imum device throughput. This results in high I/O amplification but improves
read performance at the expense of maintaining more metadata. Emerging device
technologies allow using small SSTs with random placement which introduces ran-
domness but has the potential to reduce I/O amplification [27]. This approach is
suitable for devices where random I/O throughput degrades gracefully compared
to sequential I/O throughput.

Logical level organization: Keys in each level are logically organized either fully or
partially. Full organization keeps the key space in fully sorted, non-overlapping
SSTs. Full organization is usually done with leveling compaction [25, 15, 35, 4, 11,
38, 16, 21, 23, 7]. However, B+-tree indexes have also been used to either optimize
reads and scans [31] or reduce amplification [27]. Partial organization maintains
the key space in overlapping units, e.g. in the form of tiering compaction [36, 10,
28, 24, 20] which reduces merge amplification at the cost of reduced read and scan
performance.

Value location: Finally, values can be placed either in-place with keys or in a
separate value log. Typically, values are stored in-place because this results in
optimal scan behavior at the expense of increasing amplification due to value
movement during merge operations. Previous work has proposed techniques [7,
21, 23, 26, 27] that store values in a log, reducing amplification significantly, relying
on modern devices to alleviate the impact on scan performance.

VAT is able to describe the design points within this taxonomy and quantify
tradeoffs across these designs, as device technology improves.

LSM-Tree cost analysis: The LSM-Tree analysis [25] quantifies the tradeoff
between device throughput and amplification and shows that asymptotically it is
better to increase device throughput at the cost of high amplification for HDDs.
VAT generalizes this analysis to a much broader collection of KV-store design
techniques, which includes those that are dictated by modern device technology.

Merge and level amplification are competing quantities: As we see in Fig-
ure 6(a), for a given amount of data, if we reduce the number of levels l, we have
to increase the growth factor f between two consecutive levels. Similarly, reducing
the growth factor f , results in increasing the number of levels l. Therefore, in a
proper LSM design there is a need to balance l and f to minimize the total I/O
amplification. The LSM-Tree analysis [25] solves this minimization problem in two
cases: (1) when the size ratio of the entire dataset to main memory is constant
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SST size, Organi- Value
placement zation placement

LSM[25], RocksDB[15], Large Full In-place
Locs[35], Dostoevsky[11],
Triad[4], Mutant[38],
bLSM[31], cLSM[16]

Atlas[21], WiscKey[23], Large Full Log
HashKV[7]

LSM-trie[36], Monkey[10], Large Partial In-place
SifrDB[24], Novelsm[20]
PebblesDB[28]

Kreon[27] Small Small Log

Be-tree[5] Small Full In-place

Table 3: Taxonomy of the main approaches to design KV stores in three dimen-
sions.

and (2) when the sum of the capacities of all levels is constant. In Appendix 8.1,
we use the equations in [25] to solve the minimization problem without applying
the formula simplification used in [25] that minimizes the total I/O amplification.

Alternative KV-store cost analyses: The authors in [22] propose a model
that calculates the cost of write and read amplification in multi-stage log-structured
KV-store designs, offline without the need to run long experiments. Their model
takes into account redundancy (duplicate keys) and uses this to estimate overheads
based on unique keys. They find that the proposed approach can accurately model
the performance of LevelDB and RocksDB and they show how the model can be
used to improve the insert cost in both systems. VAT shares the goal of modeling
write amplification in multi-stage KV stores (see Figure 6(b)), however, aims to
capture the behavior of the underlying device technology (parameter r) and also
the impact of merge amplification (parameter a) of several design factors. VAT
does not take into account redundancy in the key population but rather aims to
capture asymptotic behavior of different designs and approaches. Our results show
that VAT can describe several existing techniques and design tradeoffs.

MonkeyDB [10] and Wacky [12] propose and use models to explore tradeoffs in
the design of multi-level KV stores. They focus on optimizing the use of memory
for different aspects of KV stores. Wacky uses this analysis to search analytically
a broad space of merge policies and other parameters with the goal to identify the
parameters that best match a given workload. The model of Wacky takes into
account both the write and read path and aims to optimize the system for insert,
read, and scan operations. Unlike Wacky, VAT focuses on expressing asymptoti-
cally write amplification and takes into account the impact of device technology.
VAT allows us to explore tradeoffs across design points in the configuration space,
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Figure 6: (a) Amplification vs. number of levels as a result of minimizing the LSM
cost for various C = Workload size=Sl

DRAM size=S0
ratios. (b) Amplification vs. number of levels

as a result of minimizing VAT cost for various C ratios.

including improving device technology.

10 Discussion

In this section we make various observations extracted from our analysis and eval-
uation process to provide further insight. We believe that VAT can be generalized
further to (a) take into account additional important resources and (b) express
the cost of additional operations, in addition to insert path amplification. For
instance, VAT can consider read path amplification, space amplification, optimal
unit of transfer (write, read), etc. Next, we discuss some of these in more detail.

Unit of transfer in compaction: In Section 5 we briefly discuss that RocksDB
performs compactions in a per-file manner which results in lower tail latency but
increased amplification. Tail latency is an important metric for data serving sys-
tems that significantly affects the perceived quality of the system. In KV stores,
it is desirable that the system does not block for long periods when reorganizing
data, especially given the volume of data stored in lower levels. VAT in Section 3,
expresses compactions in a “stepped” approach, where each compaction merges
the entire leveli in leveli+1. This approach, although simpler to express analyti-
cally, it describes a system where a single compaction might require that several
hundreds of GBs are moved on the device. This process will take a significant
amount of time to complete and consequently upper levels will be blocked, wait-
ing for space to be freed. When this effect is propagated to the first levels, the
application will observe long stalls, heavily affecting the latency of the system.
This is the reason why RocksDB merges only a few SSTs per compaction [15] and
bLSM [31] has proposed a more advanced scheduling technique (gear scheduling).
Each compaction operation is cheaper, which results in much better latency times
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and makes the system more responsive. This design though, comes at the cost of
higher amplification: By moving only a few SSTs per compaction, results in levels
that are closer to full at most times, which makes compactions cumulatively more
expensive. An interesting analysis for future work would be to examine the opti-
mal number of SSTs to merge in each compaction that brings both amplification
and tail latency down to an acceptable limit.

Garbage collection in the value log: In Section 6, VAT shows that key-value
separation has a significant benefit in amplification (up to 10x), especially for small
key-value size ratios of about less than 10% (see Figure 4(a)). Apart from the fact
that there are cases depending on the key value size that performance of scan
operations degrades significantly, using a value log also incurs space amplification
in workloads with updates. This brings the need for a garbage collection process,
that will periodically examine regions of the value log and free up updated values
to reclaim space. Although garbage collection in logs is a well studied problem [30,
37, 6], all solutions [23, 7] incur complexity and cost. For KV stores, this process
incurs several read operations on the multi-level structure, which is very expensive
as multilevel KV stores are not optimized for this purpose. VAT suggests that
alternative solutions needs to be explored, using properties specific to KV stores.

In addition, the existence of a log has further implications. If we use a log,
then each SST of fixed size stores more keys. This means that during compaction
each SST will overlap with more SSTs of the next level with higher probability.
Therefore, the existence of a log tends to result in a higher value for a, with respect
to the key merge operations, see column 4 of Table 1.

Analytic approximation of a: It would be desirable to provide an analytic
approximation of merge amplification a and present it as a function of the SST
size, the data organization technique, and the input key distribution. As a first
step, it could be a function that takes as parameters the key distribution and the
SST (bucket) size and provide a probability distribution of how many buckets will
be touched in each compaction. This can allow VAT to estimate parameter a
without the need of actual measurements, at least for certain input distributions.

11 Conclusions

In this MSc thesis, we present VAT, an asymptotic analysis that calculates data
amplification in the insert-path for a number of configuration points in the KV-
store design space. We evaluate VAT using RocksDB, Kreon, BlobDB, and Peb-
blesDB. We show how various design approaches behave in the insert-path by
quantifying their benefits and tradeoffs. VAT offers significant intuition about the
associated tradeoffs: Using key-value separation decreases amplification down to
1.2x compared to in-place values which incurs 20x. Tiering compaction reduces
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amplification 5x compared to leveling at the cost of reads/scans operations and
is orthogonal to device technology. Introducing techniques that take advantage of
I/O randomness can reduce amplification from 20x down to 10x. As device tech-
nology improves, VAT suggests that the role of key-value separation and tiering
diminishes and that KV-store designs on aggressive NVM devices may use a single,
in-memory level, to minimize amplification, which is the same concept with index-
ing techniques for DRAM. We believe that VAT is useful for examining tradeoffs
and eventually designing KV stores that dynamically adapt to device properties
and increase write performance by reducing I/O overhead.
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